Integrated Sustainability
Communications
On-target ethical, credible, integrated ESG
communications
EBS Advisory communication services focus
on the substantial financial rewards resulting
from Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) best-practice, by making them:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relevant to the financial performance of
the portfolio companies
Accessible and understandable to
financial analysts
Quantified, and where possible,
monetised
Concise
Balanced and believable, and
Credible – i.e. based on technicallyvalidated data sets

Technical ESG
Data Evaluation

Prior to any communication program, it is essential that the data supports
the desired message, and vice-versa. EBS critically engages with ESG data
management systems, and performs validation and strategic evaluation of
such data prior to designing any communication strategy.

ESG Measurement
Tools

On site measurement tools are developed for the client, including setting of
KPIs and strategic goals, full environmental and social management systems
(ESMS), reporting dashboards, and tracking tools utilised to measure
achievement against set goals.

Integrated Public
Relations

By combining our diverse talents and
expertise, EBS Advisory offers clients a
unique story-telling solution that balances
ethical performance with enhancement of
shareholder value.

Materiality
Determination

EBS is able to provide a holistic solution for
our clients’ sustainability communication
requirements.

Community
Relations

EBS Advisory currently advises Private
Equity, Fund Managers, Banks, Asset
Managers and Project Developers to
leverage ESG in their fundraising efforts and
project development. In the last 2 years we
have implemented over 50 ESG management
systems; produced ESG components of the
fundraising team’s roadshow material and
investor packs, including training and on-site
support; and provided quarterly, bi- and
annual integrated, sustainability, fund and
investor reports for clients globally.

The development of a stakeholder engagement plan is required, which
includes process mapping and stakeholder identification, programme design
and training. Tailored stakeholder engagement can also be provided, including
focus group meetings, public meetings, strategic consultation, surveys, and
competitor analysis.

Stakeholder
Engagement

EBS Advisory’s full-service team of technical
experts include environmental science and
economics, engineering, social science and
anthropology, corporate finance, financial
journalism, integrated communications and
graphic design consultants.

About EBS

Assisting with the analysis of key stakeholder requirements and providing
a summary of the clients response to these. Investor pack production, and
input on road shows is also provided. This includes on-going one on one
engagement and post-event sentiment surveys.

Investor
Relations

Full-Service Assessment
and Communications
Model

Designing matrices, procedures and training to assist Boards or Social and
Ethics Committees to determine relative importance of sustainability risks
and opportunities arising from outputs from the stakeholder engagement
process.

Defining a communication strategy for community and employees, assisting
with its implementation, including facilitation of committees and proposed
focused task forces for ESG conflict resolution.

Public Perception
Surveys

Crisis
Communications

Fund
Raising

This includes inputs provided to media relations including training,
development of communication strategies and compilation of press releases.

Design, execution, analyse and present multi-geography surveys across
multiple-media.

Critical assessment of Emergency Monitoring and Preparedness
procedures and risk matrices, risk mapping and monitoring, crisis action
plans and implementation, messaging matrix, spokesperson coaching and
crisis management.

Communication support services - including SEMS implementation,
roadshow ESG material design and management coaching – to LPs and
GPs spanning a broad range of industries.
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